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Our Easter Scavenger Hunt saw
many families calling into The
Hub to collect their first clue.
After a 'generally' sunny 30
minute walk (sometimes longer!)
they all returned to collect their
treat.
The scavenger hunt provided a
great opportunity to meet lots of
local people who may not
otherwise pop into The Hub and
to let them know a little more
about what we do.
We would like to thank all those
who got involved and special
thanks to all those local
businesses who held some our
clues - 'The Chocolate Cafe',
'Goring Grocers', 'St Mary's
Church', 'Pierreponts', 'Ferry
Lane Florist', 'Goring Library' and
'Inspirations'.

'Goring in Bloom' preparations
are well on their way!
Sunflower sessions are well under way at The Hub with
preparations for Goring in Bloom.
Britain in Bloom is the UK's longest running gardening
competition which provides a regional and nationwide platform
for community groups to brighten up their town or city. This
year the marking system for the competition includes
horticultural achievement, environmental responsibility and
community participation and our sunflowers cover all of them!
Under the guidance of 'The Artee Lady' regular sessions of
sunflower crafts are being held around the local community to
make over 2000 sunflowers out of products that would
otherwise go to landfill. These sessions are great fun chatting
to others and enjoying a coffee whilst working on your creation
to donate to the competition. You don't have to be a natural
crafter, 'The Artee Lady' teaches you everything you could
need to know and brings with her all the equipment you could
possibly need. The next few session dates are below. Do come
along and join us. Lets fill Goring with sunflowers!
Sunflower sessions at The Hub 10:00 May 1st, 2nd, 15th, 16th.
14:00 May 22nd, 23rd.
10:00 May 30th.
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Every
Saturday!
We now have two all age clubs
running every Saturday. At
10:00 till 12:00 we have our
chess club. Bring along your
own chess set if you have one
and challenge someone to a game. It doesn't matter if you don't know
how to play. There is always somebody here who is willing to teach you.
From 1pm till 3pm is the card game afternoon. Bring along your favourite
game whether its Uno, Snap, Top Trumps or something different, there
will be people here who you can teach your game to.

Meet Debs
Debs has recently started
working at The Care Hub
Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays
and alternate Saturdays. She
lives in Goring and loving the
fact that she can now walk to
work! She brings with her
Bailey who is proving to be a
popular addition and has
quickly settled into the position
of office dog.
Debs has lived in Goring for the
past two years with her
husband and four children. She
also runs dance classes in the
village.
Please pop by to say Hi!
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